We make securing your confidential information ridiculously simple!

Azstec LLC Fact Sheet
Company Snapshot
Azstec has solved one of the major problems facing businesses today: How to easily protect
their confidential information no matter where it ends up or whose hands it gets into. We’ve
solved the problem of document and email security with encryption software that is simple
to use, easy to deploy, and effortless to maintain.
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Mission
To make securing your confidential information ridiculously simple.

Products
docNCRYPT Microsoft Outlook Plugin
With Azstec’s docNCRYPT Microsoft Outlook Plugin, Microsoft Office documents are
automatically encrypted using an industry standard algorithm, AES-128, built into
Microsoft Office. Our docNCRYPT Microsoft Outlook Plugin also allows users to
manage the passwords associated with recipients and, optionally, can send a
separate email or SMS text message with a password or password hint. The recipient
receives and opens the email directly in her regular Outlook inbox and can read and
edit the encrypted Microsoft Office documents.

docNCRYPT Web Plugin
Documents sent and received using online services such as Gmail and Yahoo Mail
are protected by Azstec’s docNCRYPT Web Plugin (coming soon). The Web Plugin can
also use cloud storage services including Dropbox and Box.net to store secured
documents giving users complete control over the security of their documents no
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matter where they’re stored or how they’re sent and received. It also seamlessly
integrates with all of the Office applications you use in your office or home.

docNCRYPT Bundle
So you will have complete flexibility in how and where you protect your documents,
Azstec will also offer a combo license for both docNCRYPT Microsoft Outlook Plugin
and docNCRYPT Web Plugin at a very affordable price.
We’ve made it just as easy to evaluate and purchase docNCRYPT™, as it is to use. Download
our free trial from www.azstec.com and you can be up and running in minutes.

Background
Maintaining privacy and confidentiality have become major headaches, particularly for
individuals and small businesses. Recognizing that there have been no viable solutions – that
is, cost-effective products that are simple to use –Azstec LLC created docNCRYPT, a plugin for
Microsoft Office and Webmail systems. docNCRYPT solves the problem of document and
email security with software that is incredibly simple to deploy, use, and maintain.
Azstec was co-founded by a CPA, Imtiaz Munshi, with a goal of building an inexpensive easy
to use email encryption solution to protect client data. He found available products to be overly
complex, confusing, and expensive and none of them solved the problem of protecting
confidential files both in transit (email) and at rest (at both the sender’s and recipient’s ends
as well as in cloud storage). Munshi developed the concept of docNCRYT with a software
engineer, Saj Patel, and by leveraging existing and proven technology in Microsoft Office they
were able to build a document encryption solution that met all of their goals.
docNCRYPT is now being used every day and protects confidential information in scores of
businesses such as CPA firms, financial advisors, attorney’s offices, medical offices.
Whether you need to protect your customers’ information due to regulations such as HIPAA,
HITECH, SEC, and PCI or just to observe good business practice, docNCRYPT is the simplest,
lowest overhead, and most cost effective way to move, store, and protect your and your
customers’ sensitive information.
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Key points
1. We make securing your confidential information ridiculously simple!

2. Our software will be the most practical, simple, easy to use product available in our market.
We develop software that solves real-world problems. No exceptions. Cybersecurity is one of
the pressing problems of the digital age and the world has plenty of cybersecurity “solutions”
(including email encryption) and most of them are not effective because they are too complex
to use and therefore do not address the single biggest problem…People.
3. We don’t collect or have any confidential information about our customers. All of our
customer’s passwords are encrypted and stored in the location they and they alone choose.
We manage information needed to maintain product license keys and nothing else. We
believe making a secure product doesn’t involve tracking customer information.
4. We provide current, relevant and useful information on cybersecurity on our website for
our customers, and non customers alike. Our objective is to make their digital lives more
secure.
5. We are honest, open, transparent, and direct with our internal team, our contractors, and
our customers. We are a distributed, global company that respects all cultures. Because of
this we foster flexible creative work environments and we’re definitely not an eight-to-five
company.
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